
"There is nothing sedate, subtle or comforting about Hannalie Taute's artworks. Like the artist who 

created and nurtured them, they are bold, brutally revealing and ultimately unforgettable.The 

personas that emanate from Taute's Medea-like "mother-creator-murdress" imagination - they 

jeer,  jostle and tear at the physical boundaries of the artwork. These "creations" defy simple 

stereotyping or glib intellectual rationality. 

 

When viewing Taute's artworks or performance pieces - one is struck by the almost unbearable 

gravitas of these creations. There is a tangible physical impact on the viewer when confronted with 

Taute's visual metaphors. The reaction is instinctive - guttural. Artwork made flesh - to move the 

flesh. Monster-mothers truly dwell within the works that Taute's hands conjure. 

 

But as evocative as Taute's imagery may be - she never panders to her own or our expectations. 

There is nothing obtuse,ambiguous or intellectually "sensible" (read - objective) to her visual, 

creative and conceptual intentions. She intends to cut into the very bones of her viewers, and she 

does so with reckless abandonment - laying bare the frail respectability of our sanity. 

 

When I muse on the work of Hannalie Taute - I often suspect her of being her own "frightener", 

her own private boogeyman. She creates and reflects her her own most vivid and visceral 

fears.Like a latter day Dorian Gray - she gazes on her multiple portraits with the gleeful and 

greedy intent - of documenting "the horror and the fright within". It is this uncompromising and 

brutal gaze that is most admirable in Taute's artworks. 

 

The archetype is transformed by the subjective intent of the artist - yet it still stands timeless and 

true. Taute yields the "grimm" needle with as deft a hand on her own eyes,as much as those of 

the viewer. Taute seers her message onto the viewer's eyes - only the "blind" could forget 

Hannalie Taute's artworks.Once seen they dwell in the recesses of one's mind always - as the 

artist intended." 
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